Locating novel X and Y chromosome specific repeats in cow genome (Bos taurus 4.6.1).
As there were 112387 Y-specific k-mers we further removed those that had more than 50 copies to get rid of well-known repeats. We got in total 2461 X-specific and 49950 Y-specific k-mers.
The next step in analysis was finding regions in chromosome which had significant overrepresentation of unique repeated k-mers, using custom Perl script find_regions.pl. Finding MA > 4, length 100 regions Y: 2080 regions X: 88 regions Blast regions against themselves to locate similarity groups. Collated groups and chose representative sequence. Scripts: collate_repeats.pl filter_collated.pl unique.pl Finally we did new BLAST search of identified repeat sequences against the whole genome and filtered truly unique repeats filter_final.pl
In total we found 319 repeats (11 for X and 308 for Y chromosome).
